
EMI ES

Grid-InterfaceMeta-Scheduler

 CREAM

web2.infn.it/gLiteWMS/
List of WMS services provided to DRIHM
wiki.egi.eu/wiki/EGI-DRIHM:Testbed#WMS
Query (from an EMI User Interface)
lcg-infosites --vo drihm.eu wms"

Gridway

* A workaround needs to be applied when installing versions of HTCondor >= 7.8.6 (needed to enable 
submission to the ARC CE using GRAM). In the pre-script glite-wms.pre, add:

#TEMPORARY WORKAROUND for http://ggus.eu/tech/ticket_show.php?ticket=88630
#We install custom emi-condor 7.8.8 but then the spool folder changed location so we must create it
#for condor to start successfully
con�g_condor_wms_pre () {
mkdir -p /var/condor/spool
}
Recon�guration is needed after this step.

Information Service

MyProxy Service

Command Line Interface

BDII
egee-bdii.cnaf.infn.it
bdii-cert.hellasgrid.gr

gUSE

Submission from an EMI-WMS to the GT based CE
- WMS can ONLY submit to GRAM5 instances that disguise themselves as an 
old-style, non-CREAM gLite instance,
- WMS can nNOT submit to native GRAM5 instances
- Problem: LRZ resources in EGI provide only GRAM5 interfaces
- Not a problem for PRACE, since there we will submit directly from SCI-BUS
- Impression: WMS didn't recognise the CE as a globus CE and tried to 
contact it via ICE, which is bad, because ICE can speak only to CREAM
- LRZ: interface/resource could be masked as pre-CREAM gLite. If this is 
necessary for DRIHM, LRZ would need help from WMS developersmyproxy.ipb.ac.rs

LRZ SuperMUC

WRF „All other models“

WRF is computationally very heavy, I understood that the resource at LRZ is a parallel machine. I'd do the contrary, WRF 
at LRZ (or similar resources if available from the some  NGIs) and the other applications on EGI. Comparing the WRF 
timings that Antonio (Parodi) obtained at LRZ with those I obtained on the NGI_IT resources, LRZ was much faster even 
for the simpler case (the coarse grain simulation). I don't remember the exact ratio, I'll try to �nd the numbers for the 
teleconf next week.

gLite WMS

gLite WMS

DRIHM requirements on meta scheduler
1) Stage-In
2) Execute command with n parameters
3) Stage-out
-> Very basic functionality is required, no special things

grid.pd.infn.it/cream/

CREAM

ARC*

dev.globus.org/wiki/GRAM

GRAM

GRAM-5

egi Resource

Sites supporting 
drihm.eu VO

n

n

n

1 (LRZ)

Execution of a model
1) Check for eventually existing 
model archive
2) If necessary, get most current 
version from „DRIHM Repository“ 
using rsync (ports 22 or 2222 are 
needed!)
3) Execute model

„DRIHM Repository“
drihm-tools.pub-
.lab.nm.ifi.lmu.de

gUSE (grid and cloud User Support Environment)
it provides a generic purpose, work�ow-oriented graphical user 
interface to create and run work�ows on various Distributed 
Computing Infrastructures (DCIs) including clusters, grids, desktop 
grids and clouds.
http://www.guse.hu/about/home

WS-PGRADE Portal
web portal of the gUSE
https://guse.sztaki.hu/liferay-portal-6.0.5/

SCI-BUS Portal

WS-PGRADE

GRAM5

Question: submit directly from 
SCI-BUS to PRACE resources 
without meta scheduler?

Is this the configuration for 
testbed, production, both?

www.gridway.org
- There is only one potential instance at LRZ
- Can submit to CREAM, ARC (but outdated), GRAM-5, EMI ES
- Will not be used by DRIHM, because
- Submission from SCI-BUS to Gridway is not supported (On behalf 
of SCI-BUS I have to tell you that the WS-PGRADE/gUSE gateway 
framework currently supports the o�cial EMI releases but does 
not support the use of Gridway. If this is really important for 
DRIHM it would require a mini-project collaboration between 
DRIHM and SCI-BUS to jointly develop the integration of Gridway 
with WS-PGRADE/gUSE)

Gridway

Is this supported? Is this 
necessary?

Is this working? Is it 
already in use?

GUI

How to proceed here?

For egi, job submission ONLY via meta 
scheduler! Even if technically possible, no 
submission to Grid interfaces of resources

Should we pre select resources/inf-
rastructures for models? How to 
select?

Is WMS the best choice 
for us? e.g. because it is 
technically mature, 
mostly used in EGI, ...

Binaries

Input data
& Con�g

Job
Description

Scientist

Provided by scientist or 
created by SCI-BUS 
portal? Which format?

input.tgz


